The Quine-McCluskey method is useful in minimizing logic expressions for larger number of variables when compared with minimization by Karnaugh Map or Boolean algebra. In this paper, we have tried to put together all of the computer codes which are available on the internet, edited and modified them as well as rewritten some parts of those collected codes our self, which are used in the implementation of the QuineMcCluskey method. A brief introduction and the logic of this method are discussed following which the codes have been provided. The Quine-McCluskey Method has been implemented using computer languages like C and C++ using some amount of variations. Our effort is to list them all, so that the readers well versed in any of the particular computer language will find it easy to follow the code written in that particular language.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Quine-McCluskey algorithm or the method of prime implicants is a method used for minimization of boolean functions. It was developed by W.V. Quine and Edward J. McCluskey in 1956. It is functionally identical to Karnaugh mapping, but the tabular form makes it more efficient for use in computer algorithms, and it also gives a deterministic way to check that the minimal form of a Boolean function has been reached. It is sometimes referred to as the tabulation method. The method involves two steps: 1. Finding all prime implicants of the function. 2. Use those prime implicants in a prime implicant chart to find the essential prime implicants of the function, as well as other prime implicants that are necessary to cover the function. In this paper, we intend to discuss the Quine-McCluskey minimization procedure as well as provide the readers with all the simulation codes which are available on net in one single paper, highlighting the variations in each of the given codes implemented using a different computer language. The procedure which is discussed in the following section 2 and 3 has also been taken from the net and for that appropriate references have been given.
II. QUINE-McCLUSKEY MINIMIZATION PROCEDURE
This is basically a tabular method of minimization and as much it is suitable for computer applications. The procedure for optimization as follows: minterm 0 5 6 9 10 13 14 15 7 No of 1's  0  2  2  2  2  3  3  4  3   group  1  2  2  2  2  3  3  4  3 This can be written as a sum of minterms as follows:
f (A, B, C, D) m(0, 5, 6, 7, 9,10,13,14,15)         

Step 1: Form a table of functions of minterms according to the number of 1"s in each minterm as shown in Table E1 . Table E1 .a
Step 2: Start pairing off each element of first group with the next, however since m 0 has no 1"s, it and the next group of numbers with one 1"s are missing, therefore they cannot be paired off. Start by pairing elements of m 5 with m 7 , m 13 , m 14 , and m 6 with m 7 , m 13 , m 14 , and so on… If they pair off, write them in a separate table and  the minterm that pair, i.e. m 5 and m 7 pair off 0101 and 0111 to produce 01x1, so in the next table E1.b under "minterm paired" we enter "5, 7" and under "ABCD" we enter "01x1" and place a sign in front of 5 and 7 in Table E1 .a Note: Each minterm in a group must be compared with every minterm in the other group even if either or both of them have already been checked. Table E1 .b
Step 3: Now repeat the same procedure by pairing each element of a group with the elements of the next group for elements that have "x" in the same position. For example, "5,7" matches "13,15" to produce x1x1. These elements are placed in table E1.c as shown, and the above elements in Table E1 .b are  checked.
(The elements that produce the same ABCD pattern are eliminated.) Since 9,13 and 10,14 in Table E1 .b do not pair off, they are prime implicants and with m 0 , from E1.a, and Table E1 .c represents all possible four-square implicants and the literals that they eliminate, i.e. 5 (0101 b ) combined with 7 (0111 b ) and 13 (1101 b ) and 15 (1111 b ) produces x1x1. As a result, literals "A" and "C" are eliminated. Corresponding product is BD.
III. QUINE-McCLUSKEY MINIMIZATION PROCEDURE (Decimal Notation)
Step 1: List the minterms grouped according to the number of 1"s in their binary representation in the decimal format.
Step 2: Compare each minterm with larger minterms in the next group down. If they differ by a power of 2 then they pair-off. Check both minterms and form a second table by the minterms paired and substitute the decimal difference of the corresponding minterms in the bracket, i.e. m x , m y (y-x).
Step 3: Compare each element of the group in the new table with elements of the next lower group and select numbers that have the same numbers in parenthesis. If the lowest minterm number of the table formed in the lower group is greater than the corresponding number by a power of 2 then they combine; place a  on the right of both elements.
Step 4: Form a second table by all four minterms followed by both powers of 2 in parentheses, i.e. the previous value (the difference) and the power of 2 that is greater.
Step 5: Select the common literals from each prime implicant by comparison.
Step 6: Write the minimal SOP from the prime implicant that are not checked.
Note:
Read the above procedure in conjunction with the worked example given below. 
(1)  Table E1.1a  Table E1 .1b Ф -Squares combined (2 squares);  -Number in bracket shows the literal being eliminated, i.e. (2) represents C [A=8, B=4, C=2, D=1]; ¡-squares combined (4 squares) and numbers in the brackets are the literals eliminated.
Step 2: Compare each element of a group with the element of the next group if the difference is a power of 2 then they pair off, i.e. the first element in group 2 is paired say with the first element in group 3, which is 7-5=2, which is power of 2. Therefore, pair (5,7) makes the first element of the next table and minterms 5 and 7 get checked . The result is shown in Table E1 .1b.
Step 3: Now for the 2 3 -table again compare each element of the group with elements of the lower group that have the same number in parentheses. If the lowest minterm in the lower group was greater by a power of 2 then they combine, i.e. 5,7 and 13,15 are combined because they have (2) in parentheses and 13 is greater then 5 by 8. Then they are paired off and entered in the next table E1.1c with the original (2) and their difference (8) in the parentheses.
Step 4: What we are left with is (a) from Table E1 .1a, (b) and (c) from int *in,**d1,**d2,x,y,**g,**d; void create(int x,int y); int staging(int x,int y); int duplication(int x,int y); int indexing(int x,int y3,int y); void pimp(int x,int y3,int a); void decode(int x,int y3); void wxyz(int x,int y3); int main() { int i,j,y1,y2,y3,a,q; printf("\n Please give the number of variables you want to minimize -"); scanf("%d",&x); printf("\n\n In this program your inputs are designated as : "); for(j=x-1;j>=0;j--) printf("a[%d]",j); printf("\n\n Please give the number of minterms that you want to minimize -"); scanf("%d",&y); in=(int *)malloc(y * sizeof(int)); d=d1=(int **)malloc(y * sizeof(int *)); for(i=0;i<y;i++)
for(i=0;i<y;i++) { printf("\n Please give decimal indices of minterms one at a time :: "); scanf("%d",&in[i]);} create(x,y); y1=y*(y+1)/2; d2=(int **)malloc(y1*sizeof(int *)); for(i=0;i<y1;i++) d2[i]=(int *)malloc((x+1)*sizeof(int)); y2=staging(x,y); y3=duplication(x,y2); a=indexing(x,y3,y); pimp(x,y3,a); printf("\n\nThe essential prime implicants giving minimized expression are:\n\n"); 
The following code does not take into account don"t care conditions. ; char vdig; register i=0, j=0, k=0; int flag = 0; char *gptr; fprintf(stdout,"Input a logical expression, in sum of products form,\n"); fprintf(stdout,"using single upper or lower case letters as\n"); fprintf(stdout,"variable names (no subscripts) and a ' following the\n"); fprintf(stdout,"variable name to indicate a complement. Use a + between\n"); fprintf(stdout,"terms. Spaces, extraneous symbols, and anything\n"); fprintf(stdout,"in front of an optional equal sign are ignored. /* temporary location of covered term count */ int fail; /* new candidate flag */ long limit, li; /* power set bits */ char oper; /* sum of products separator */ /* current best coverage candidate */ struct current { int terms; int lits; int list[MIMPS]; } curbest; if ( uncov == 0 ) { fprintf(stdout,"\n\nminimal expression is unique\n"); } else { fprintf(stdout,"\n\nno unique minimal expression\n"); /* set up non-essential implicant list */ j = 0; for ( i=0; i<imps; i++ ) if (essprm[i] == 0) nons[j++] = i; nonemps = j; /* insure no overflow of cyclical prime implicant array */ if ( nonemps > 2*WORD ) { fprintf(stderr,"Warning! Only %d prime implicants can be",2*WORD); fprintf(stderr,"considered for coverage\n of all terms (in addition"); fprintf(stderr,"to essential primes). %d implicants not checked\n", nonemps-(2*WORD)); nonemps = 2*WORD; } if ( nonemps > WORD ) { fprintf(stdout,"Warning! Large number of cyclical prime implicants\n"); fprintf(stdout,"Computation will take awhile\n"); } /* candidate coverage is determined by generation of the power set */ /* calculate power set */ limit = 1; for ( i=0; i<nonemps; i++ ) limit *= 2; /* set up current best expression list */ curbest.terms = BIG; curbest.lits = BIG; curbest.list //get input from user unsigned count_bits(unsigned n); //min bits to represent a number ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- if(num_bits>MIN_BITS) MIN_BITS = num_bits; cout<<"> "; } } /*return min number of bits a number is represented by. used for best output*/ unsigned count_bits(unsigned n) { short bit =0; int count = 0; while(n>0) { bit = n%2; n>>=1; count++; } return count; } The following code implements the Quine-McCluskey method but the implementation is bit sloppy and a more optimized version of this code is given in variant-II.
Variant-II
) { if ( (gbit(impcnt[i],j) == 1) && (gbit(impext[i],j)==0) ) { k = 0; while ( gbit(impchart[i][k],j) == 0 ) k++; essprm[k] = 1; } } } /*//---------------------------------------------------------- unsigned//----------------------------------------------------------cout<<"\n-------------------------------------"<<endl; } } /*-------------------------------------
#include <iostream> #include <iomanip> #include <sstream> #include <string> #include <vector> #include <algorithm> using namespace std; int count1s(size_t x) { int o = 0; while (x) { o += x % 2; x >>= 1; } return o; } int vars; struct Implicant { int implicant; string minterms; vector<int> mints; int mask; string bits; int ones; bool used; Implicant(int i = 0, vector<int> min = vector<int>(), string t = "", int m = 0, bool u = false)
: implicant(i), mask(m), ones(0), used(u) { if (t == "") { stringstream ss; ss << 'm' << i; } This is a more optimized code as compared to the previous one.
V. COMPLEXITY
Although more practical than Karnaugh mapping when dealing with more than four variables, the Quine-McCluskey algorithm also has a limited range of use since the problem it solves is NP-hard: the runtime of the Quine-McCluskey algorithm grows exponentially with the number of variables. It can be shown that for a function of n variables the upper bound on the number of prime implicants is 3n/n. If n = 32 there may be over 6.5 * 1015 prime implicants. Functions with a large number of variables have to be minimized with potentially non-optimal heuristic methods, of which the Espresso heuristic logic minimizer is the de facto standard.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have listed the codes for the implementation of Quine-McCluskey method using the computer languages C and C++. Readers well versed in any of these languages would be at ease to follow with the computer code. In preparing these codes, one primary observation we had was that the number of lines of code in C++ was about 100 lines less than what could be achieved in C. This provides us an insight about the inherent advantage we get in the object oriented design paradigm as compared to the procedural languages. Understanding the concept and theory behind the QuineMcCluskey method is the key to writing good and optimized codes in any of the computer languages.
